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Let O denote the ring of integers of a local field. In this note we prove an
 4`approximation theorem for the Riesz type kernels g over O. The proofm, l, n ns1
 . y1requires a sharp estimate of the Dirichlet kernel D x on P _O, which may alson
have independent interest. As a consequence we solve the local field analog of
 .N. J. Fine's problem Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 65, 1949, 372]414 concerning rates
of convergence of the Fejer sum on the Walsh system. Our approach has potentialÂ
applications to other operators such as Cesaro means and Abel]Poisson means ofÂ
``type I.'' Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper K will denote a local field, i.e., a locally compact,
non-discrete, totally disconnected, and complete field. A survey of current
developments in the area of harmonic analysis and approximation theory
w x w xon K can be found in 9 . For general references, we refer to 10, 13 . Such
fields have been completely determined. If K is of finite characteristic, it
is a field of formal power series over a finite field. If K is of characteristic
wzero, it is a p-adic field or a finite algebraic extension of such a field 10,
x3 .
w x  < < 4 k  < < yk 4As in 10 , write O s x g K : x F 1 and P s x g K : x F q ,
k g Z. F is the characteristic function of P k. Since K is ultrametric, O isk
 .the unique maximal compact and open subring in K, and P s b is the
unique maximal ideal in O, where b is the prime element.
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  .4`  .Let u n be a complete list of distinct coset representatives of Ons0
q  . yk  . q  4in K . For each k g Z, set ¨ n s b u n , n g Z s 0, 1, 2, . . . , then
 < k 4` kx constitutes a complete set of characters on P . We mayP¨ n. ns0
k Ã yk .denote this relation by P s KrP . In particular, write x s x , thenn un.
 < 4` 1 .x is a complete orthonormal system on O. For f g L O , theOn ns0
Fourier series of f is by convention
`
f x ; c x x , .  . k k
ks0
where
c s f x x x dx. 1 .  .  .Hk k
O
w xIn his fundamental paper 1, Sect. 7 on Walsh systems, Fine proposed
the following question: If f g Lip a , 0 - a - 1, and if s f denotes then
Fejer means of the Walsh]Fourier series of f , then doesÂ
s f x y f x s O nya ? ) .  .  .  .n
w xThe question was answered in Yano 11 by some suitable estimates for the
 .Fejer kernel on dyadic intervals in 0, 1 . Later, extensions of this problemÂ
were studied for Cesaro means or on certain compact Vilenkin groups seeÂ
w x .8, p. 521 for some historical comments . In this note we consider the
similar question for the more general Riesz means on O in local field
 .settings. We confirm that ) is true for Fejer means on any local field.Â
The critical case a s 1 is also included. This is done by sharpening the
w x <  . <  1r2 .  .ZK ..estimate in 10, p. 101 for H D x dx from O n to O log n .< x <sq n
 4For m ) 0, l ) 0, and n g N s 1, 2, 3, . . . , define the Riesz kernels of
 .order m, l o¨er O to be
lmny1 k
g x s 1 y x x . 2 .  .  .m , l , n k / /nks0
 . 1 .Also, the Riesz means of order m, l of f g L O are the convolutions
lmny1 k
R f x s g ) f x s 1 y c x x , 3 .  .  .  .m , l , n m , l , n k k / /nks0
 .where c is the k th Fourier coefficient of f in 1 . Note that if l sk
 .0, R f x equals the nth partial sum of the Fourier series of f , andm, l, n
 . ny1g x is the Dirichlet kernel D s  x . Moreover, if l s m s 1,m, l, n n ks0 k
 .3 is just the nth Fejer sum.Â
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 .In Section 2, based on the estimate for the Dirichlet kernel Theorem 1
 .we obtain the estimates for the Riesz kernels g x , from which followsm, l, n
quickly the approximation theorem for the Riesz means. In Section 3, we
study another type of Riesz kernels, which seem to arise more naturally on
local fields. The associated operators are closely connected with the
concept of fractional derivatives on K. The Riesz kernel of order m and of
type I is defined as
ny1 my1
g x s 1 y u k u n x x . 4 .  .  .  .  .Ä   /m , n k
ks0
With this type of Riesz kernels a more precise and higher degree of
 .approximation for Lipschitz functions becomes possible Theorem 3 . We
mention that although we do not actually need it in estimating g ,Äm, n
Theorem 1 is particularly useful in treating some more difficult summabil-
 .ity methods such as the Riesz means defined in 3 . Finally, after some
 .  a .appropriate relationship between Lip a ; X and D D is given, weX
Äobtain, specifically for R f , the analog of Leindler's result on ordinarym, n
w xRiesz means on the circle group 6 .
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
w x w xThe resources come from 12, 10 . From 12 we exploit the explicit
formulas of characters for finite algebraic extensions of a p-series field
 . y1and a p-adic field, respectively. The estimates of D x on P _O aren
hence obtained. Then by applying Theorem 1, a delicate modification of
w xthe method used in 10, Chap. II gives the desired estimates for Riesz
 .kernels g Lemma 6 , hence Theorem 2.m, l, n
 . w xUsing the natural lexicographic ordering for u n as in 10 , we have the
following basic decomposition of x .n
w x q q kLEMMA 1 10, p. 85 . For all r g Z , k g Z , 0 F t - q , and all x g K,
x k x s x k x x x .  .  .r q qt r q t
and
x k x s x byk x . .  .r q r
Then it follows that
w x q q kLEMMA 2 10, p. 87 . For r g Z , k g Z , 0 F t - q ,
D k x s D k x D byk x q x byk x D x . .  .  . .  .r q qt q r r t
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 . c  4 UNoting that OrP ( GF q , q s p , take 1 s « , « , . . . , « ; O s0 1 cy1
 .  4cy1O_ P so that GF q ( span « is a c-dimensional linear space overj js0
 .GF p . A straightforward verification gives
LEMMA 3. For k G 1,
ky1 ky1 cy1
ys ys
kD x s D b x s D « b x . .  .  .  q q p j
ss0 ss0 js0
Now let n s r q k q r q ky1 q ??? qr q q r , r / 0 and 0 F r - q,k ky1 1 0 k i
 4 k kq1i g 0, 1, . . . , k . Then q F n - q and k F log n - k q 1. Moreover,q
we define n i. so that they satisfy
n s n1.q q r , n1. s n2.q q r , . . . ,0 1
nky1. s nk .q q r and nk . s r .ky1 k
From the recurrence formula in Lemma 2, we obtain
LEMMA 4. Let n, n i. be as abo¨e. Then
D x s D k x D byk x q D ky 1 x D by ky1.x x k . byk x .  .  . .  .  .n q r q r nk ky1
q D ky 2 x D by ky2.x x ky1. by ky1.x q ??? .  .  .q r nky 2
q D x D by1 x x 2. by2 x .  .  .q r n1
q D x x 1. by1 x . .  .r n0
Choose the base ¨alues of x as follows: if Char K s p,
2p i¡
exp , m s 0 and j s 1,yj ~  /x « b s 5p  . .m ¢1, m s 1, . . . , c y 1 or j / 1;
if Char K s 0,
2p i¡
exp , m s 0, j g N ,yj j~  /x « b s 6p  . .m ¢1, m s 1, . . . , c y 1, j g N ,
w xwhere c s K : K denotes the dimension of extension o¨er K .p p
w xThese formulas are from 12 . For the character formulas of the more
w x w xgeneral a-adic groups we refer to 2 or 4 . Now we state the central
lemma of this note as follows.
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LEMMA 5. Let k G 1.
 .  .ki If Char K s p, D x G 0 andq
D k x dx s q y 1. .H q
< <x sq
 .ii If Char K s 0,
c c
kD x dx s A k , .H q
< <x sq
2  . .2  .where A F 2 p for k G 1 and A G p y 1 rp for large k s k p depend-
ing on p only.
The proof turns out to be of some complexity in the sense of analysis
and of some interest in the sense of algebra, especially for the p-adic
cases. We shall give the complete proof in the last section of this note.
 .THEOREM 1. i If Char K s p,
D x dx s O log n . .  .H n
< <x sq
 .ii If Char K s 0,
cq1D x dx s O log n . .  . .H n
< <x sq
Moreo¨er, the abo¨e estimate for D is independent of the choice of an
character x X that is tri¨ ial on O but nontri¨ ial on Py1.
Proof. Note that any character x X that is trivial on O but nontrivial on
Py1 can be written in the form
x X x s x x .  .j
for some j g OU. A priori, the last assertion holds. Let Char K s 0. By
Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 we have for n s k r q s, 0 F r - q,ss0 s s
k
sD x dx F r D x dx .  .H Hn s q
< < < <x sq x sqss0
k
c c cq12 cq1F q 2 p s q 1 s O k s O log n . .  .  . .  .
ss0
 .  .This establishes ii . Similarly i follows.
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 . p .  .  .  .Let X O s L O , 1 F p - `, or X O s C O for p s `; X K is
 . the obvious analog of X O on K in case of no confusion we will write X
 .  . .in place of X O or X K , later on . The Lipschitz a-class on X is defined
by
f ?q h y f ? .  . X
Lip a , X s f g X : sup - ` . . a 5< <hh/0
w x  r ..  .From 7 , Lip a , L K s L a , r, ` , a special case of the generalized
Lipschitz spaces on K.
Once the estimate for D is obtained, we may state and prove then
following theorem.
  ..THEOREM 2. Let f g Lip a , X O , a ) 0. Then
 .i if 0 - a - nd ,
5 5 yaR f y f s O n , .X O .m , l , n
 .ii if a s nd ,
 .Z K q1ya5 5R f y f s O n log n , . .X O .m , l , n
 .iii if a ) nd ,
 .Z Kynd5 5R f y f s O n log n . . .X O .m , l , n
Moreo¨er, we ha¨e the following saturation estimate
 . 5 5  ym .iv R f y f s o n implies f s constant a.e.,X O .m , l, n
 .  .where n s min 1, m , d s min 1, l , and
1 if Char K s p ,
Z K s .  c q 1 if Char K s 0.
l lq1  4 kSuppose q F n - q , l g N. For each k g 1, 2, . . . , l , let n s rq q t,
0 F t - q k so that qlyk F r - qlykq1. The proof of Theorem 2 depends
on the estimation of the integral of the kernel on certain ``shells.''
 .LEMMA 6. Let n, k, r, l, n , d , Z K be as abo¨e. We ha¨e
 .Z Kyndg x dx s O r log r . .  . .H m , l , nykq1< <x sq
Proof. Rewrite g using Lemma 1:m, l, n
lmk kq y1ry1 r q q t
kg x s 1 y x x .  . m , l , n r q qt / /nrs0 ts0
lmkty1 rq q t
kq 1 y x x . . r q qt / /nts0
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Then we have
g x dx .H m , l , nykq1< <x sq
lmk kq y1ry1 r q q t
kF 1 y x x dx . H r q qt /ykq1  /n< <x sq rs0 ts0
lmkty1 rq q t
kq 1 y x x dx .H r q qt /ykq1  /n< <x sq ts0
' I q I .1 2
We estimate I , I , respectively. Note that if x g O,1 2
D k x s q k F x , 7 .  .  .q k
so we have
l lm mk k kq y1ry1 r q q t r q
I s 1 y y 1 y H1  /  /ykq1  /  /n n< <x sq rs0 ts0
yk=x x x b x dx .  .t r
l lm mk k kq y1 ry1 pq q t r q
F 1 y y 1 y H  /  /ykq1  /  /n n< <x sqts0 rs0
= ykx b x dx .r
l lm mk k kq y1 ry1 r q q t r q
yks q 1 y y 1 y H  /  / /  /n n< <x sqts0 rs0
=x x dx .r
qky1
yk' q A . 8 . t
ts0
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Claim. For each t , 0 F t - q k,
 .Z KyndA F c r log r , 9 .  .t m , l
 .where c ) 0 is independent of t ; n , d , Z K are given as in Lemma 6.m, l
 .The proof of 9 involves an application of Theorem 1 and the crucial
observation that the sequence
l lm mk kr y 1 q q t r y 1 q .  .
b s 1 y y 1 yr  /  / /  /n n
l lm mk kr q q t r q
y 1 y q 1 y /  / /  /n n
changes sign at most once for 1 F r F r y 1. To see this, let
l lm mk kr q q t r q
a s 1 y y 1 y .r , t  /  / /  /n n
By Taylor's formula until second order, there exist some y g r yr
. k  k . .  k .  k . .1 q rn, r q q t rn and z g q y t rn, q q t rn such thatr
tly2my2 m mb s a y a s lm y 1 y y z m y 1 q 1 y lm y . . .r ry1, t r , t r r r r /n
 .  . mSince the function f x s m y 1 q 1 y lm x changes sign at most once
w xon 0, 1 , so does b ,r
b b F 0k y1 k0 0
 4for some k g 2, . . . , r y 1 , say. It follows that0
k y1ry1 ry10
< <b s b q b ' B q B , 10 .  r r r 1 2
rs1 rs1 rsk0
where
< < < <B s a y a , B s a y a .1 0, t k y1, t 2 k y1, t ry1, t0 0
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Now by using the following inequality for s ) 0, 0 F a, b F 1,
< < sa y b if 0 - s - 1,s s< <a y b F 11 . < <s a y b if s G 1,
we have
lm mdt t
ym d< <a s 1 y 1 y F c F c r , 12 .0, t 1 1 /  / /n n
and for 1 F r F r y 1,
l lm mk kr q q t r q
< <a s 1 y y 1 yr , t  /  / /  /n n
dm mk kr q q t r q
F c y1  /  /n n
ndt
d d yndF c c F c c r , 13 .1 2 1 2 /n
k  .  .where we note that trn F q rn F 1rr and c s max 1, l , c s max 1, m .1 2
 .  .  .Combining 10 , 12 , 13 , and Theorem 1, we deduce by summation by
parts,
ry1
A s a x x dx .Ht r , t r
< <x sq rs0
ry1
< < < <F b D x dx q a D x dx .  . H Hr r ry1, t t
< < < <x sq x sqrs1
 .  .Z K Z Kynd< <F B q B q a O log r s O r log r . .  . .  .  .1 2 ry1, t
 .This proves 9 .
 .To estimate I , we deduce by 112
lmkty1 rq q t
kI s 1 y x x dx .H2 r q qt /ykq1  /n< <x sq ts0
lm nlkty1 ty1rq q t t y t
ykq1 l ykq1F q 1 y F c q 2  / / /n nts0 ts0
s O ryn l . 14 .  .
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 .  .  .Combining 8 , 9 , and 14 gives
 .Z Kyndg x dx s O r log r . .  . .H m , l , nykq1< <x sq
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
w xOutline of the Proof of Theorem 2. As in the classical case 14 , the
proof reduces to an estimation of the a-order moment of g . But thism, l, n
follows readily from Lemma 6. Using the same notations as in Lemma 6,
we have
a ykq1.a< <x g x dx s q g x dx .  .H Hm , l , n m , l , nykq1 ykq1< < < <x sq x sq
 .Z Kyk a ynds q O r log r . .
 .Z Kya aynds n O r log r . . .
Therefore,
a< <m ' x g x dx s q .H H Ha m , l , n yl y l< < < <O x Fq q - x F1
l
a a< < < <F n x dx q x g x dx .H H m , l , nyl ykq1< < < <x Fq x sqks1
l
 .Z Kylaq1. ya ayndF nq q n O r log r . .
ks1
ly1
 .Z Kya ya jaynd .s O n q n O q j q 1 .  . .
js0
¡ yaO n , 0 - a - nd , .
 .Z K q1ya~O n log n , a s nd , .  . .s
 .Z Kynd¢O n log n , a ) nd . . .
Remark. With D behaving badly on Py1 _O, the approximation de-n
 .gree by Riesz means of critical and higher order is lower than in the
wtrigonometric case. Let us give a comparison with Leindler's result 6,
x  .Theorem E for X s C O . Fix l s 1, m ) 0, and 0 - a F 1 first, then
 .  ya .i if a - m, we have the same approximation degree O n ,
 .  ya .ii if a s m, Leindler's degree is O n log n while ours is
 ya  .ZK .q1.O n log n .
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In case of a ) 1, set a X s a y b , where b g N is taken so that
X  xa g 0, 1 . From Theorem 4 in the next section, we see the following
relation holds:
f g Lip a , X m D b f g Lip a X , X . .  .X
wUnfortunately, this fact will not provide the comparable result as in 6,
xTheorem E for b-order differentiable functions, since the degree of
 yn d .  y1 .approximation we get for R f is at most O n G O n .m, l, n
3. RIESZ KERNELS OF TYPE I
One may expect that higher degrees of approximation can be obtained
with some more properly constructed ``Riesz type kernels.'' In effect, there
 .  .  .are such ones. If l s 1 and k, n are replaced by u k , u n , in 2 , we have
 .a new type of kernels defined as in 4 , which will be called Riesz kernels of
Ä  .order m and of type I. Correspondingly, the convolutions R f x sm, n
 .g ) f x are called Riesz means of order m and of type I. Similar namesÄm, n
apply to other kernels or means see Definition 3 at the end of this
.section .
Estimation for g becomes very simple by applying the method used inÄm, n
 .  .proving Lemma 6. Substituting g x for g x in the proof of LemmaÄm, n m , 1, n
k <  k . < <  k . <6 and noting that if 1 F r F r, 0 F t - q , u r q q t s u r q , one
finds I s 0 and2
kq y1
y1 m< <I s u t u n x x dx .  .  .H1 tykq1< <x sq ts0
my1k ymF q u q u n s O r , .  . .
and so
ymg x dx s O r . .  .ÄH m , nykq1< <x sq
Therefore the next theorem follows for Riesz means of type I.
 .  .THEOREM 3. Let f g Lip a , X , a ) 0, X s X O , then
Ä ya . 5 5  .i if a - m, R f y f s O n ,Xm , n
Ä ya . 5 5  .ii if a s m, R f y f s O n log n ,Xm , n
Ä ym . 5 5  .iii if a ) m, R f y f s O n ,Xm , n
Ä ym . 5 5  .iv R f y f s O n implies f s const. a.e.Xm , n
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The remaining part of this section is devoted to giving a heuristic
comparison with Leindler's result for higher order Lipschitz functions in
Äterms of R f. To this end we need the following definition of strongm, n
 .derivative order a for functions in X O , which may be viewed as the
w xrestriction of its counterpart on K defined by Onneweer 7 . Other
 .equivalent definitions in the strong sense of fractional derivatives ap-
w x  wpeared in 13, 4 in some different forms cf. 13, Theorem 3; 4, Theorem
x.3.6 . We choose Onneweer's definition on O because it makes some
computations easier.
 .DEFINITION 1. Let a ) 0 and f g L O . Letl oc
Ny1
 lq1.a laÄE f x s q y q f y f ?, yl x , 15 .  .  .  . . .N , a
ls0
 .  .  . yk  .where f ?, k s f ) R ?, k , R ?, k s q F . We say f g X O has ayk
a Ä .strong derivative in X O of order a , if D f [ lim E f exists inX O . N, a
 .  a .  a 4  .X O . The space D D s f g X : D f exists , where X s X O .X X
w xDEFINITION 2 7 . Let
Ny1
 lq1.a laE f x s q y q f y f ?, yl x . .  .  . . .N , a
lsy`
 .  . aWe say f g X K has a strong derivative in X K of order a , if D fX K .
 .  a .   .\ lim E f exists in X K . The space D D s f g X K :N ª` N , a X K .
a 4D f exists .X K .
 .  .  . aLEMMA 7. If f g X O , define F x s f x F . Then D F exists in0 X K .
 . a  .X K m D f exists in X O .X O .
The lemma easily follows from the following observation: Let F, f be as
in the lemma. A simple computation by Definition 1 and Definition 2 gives
1 y qy1ÄE F x s E f x q f t dt yF x q F x .  .  .  .  .HN , a N , a 0 0y1qa . 1 y qO
1 y q a 1 y F x .0q q f x F x .  .0y1qa . 1qa 51 y q < <x
aÄ Æ< <s E f x y f t dt 1 y ? F x q f x F , .  .  .  .  .HN , a 0 0
O
Ä  . where we note that E f x is supported in O and the function 1 yN, a
. < <y1ya  r ..   ..  .F x is in Lip b , L K l Lip b , C K ;b ) 0, 1 F r - ` and0
 ` .  a .  .hence in D D ' F D D from the first inclusion in 16 ,X K . a ) 0 X K .
below. Therefore Lemma 7 holds.
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w xIn 4, Theorem 3.5 , it is proved that if 0 - a - b ,
Lip b , X ; D Da ; Lip a , X , 16 .  .  . .X
 . for X s X K although the definition of derivative was given in a differ-
 .ent form, the same argument in proving 16 applies to Onneweer's
.derivative as defined in Definition 2 . To be precise, we remark that the
 . r .second inclusion in 16 is only valid for X s L K , 1 F r - ` and a
standard proof for the case 2 - r - ` should follow via the next theorem,
w xe.g., in 5, Theorem 2.9 :
r . arTHEOREM O. Let a ) 0 and f g L K with 2 - r - `. Then D fL
r .  a .Xexists if and only if there exists a g g L K so that for all f g D D , wherer
1rr q 1rrX s 1, we ha¨e
f x D Xaf x dx s g x f x dx , .  .  .  .H Hr
K K
where D a f s g is also called the weak deri¨ ati¨ e of f of order a . In otherL
words, the strong deri¨ ati¨ e and weak deri¨ ati¨ e of f of order a coincide.
w xSo with a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 3.5 in 4 , one
easily has
r .THEOREM 4. Let X s L K , 1 F r - `. If 0 - b - a , then
f g Lip a , X m D b f exists and D b f g Lip a y b , X . .  .X X
 .In addition, if X s C K , the one way implication « as abo¨e holds.
We sketch the proof here. The « part follows quite similarly from the
w xargument given in the proof of the first inclusion in Theorem 3.5 of 4 ;
hence it is omitted.
` y l a   .  .. .Let V s  q R ?, y l y R ?, y l q 1 x . ThenN , a ls y N q 1
Na Ã ya15 5  .  .  . < <  .V s O q and V x s x 1 y F . Proof of the ¥L K .N , a N, a N
part is based on the following identity for proving the second inclusion in
w x < < yNTheorem 3.5 of 4 : if h s q ,
f x y h y f x s V ) Da f x y h y Da f x , 17 .  .  .  .  . .yN , a
r .which holds for X s L K , 1 F r - `, in virtue of Theorem O above.
This ends the proof.
Noting that from the discussion following Lemma 7 we may conclude
D D ra j D Da ; D D 1a , .  .  .L K . , com p CK . , com p L K .
 a .  a .where the space D D consists of functions in D D withX K ., com p X K .
 .  a .compact support, we see 17 is also valid for functions in D D .CK ., com p
Thus we obtain the analog of Theorem 4 on O.
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X r .  .THEOREM 4 . Let X s L O , 1 F r - `, or X s C O . If 0 - b - a ,
then
f g Lip a , X m D b f exists and D b f g Lip a y b , X . .  .X X
An equivalent version of Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 4X.
X b  .  .THEOREM 3 . Let D f g Lip a , X , a ) 0, b ) 0, X s X O . ThenX
Ä ybya . 5 5  .i R f y f s O n if b q a - m,Xm , n
Ä ybya . 5 5  .ii R f y f s O n log n if b q a s m,Xm , n
Ä ym . 5 5  .iii R f y f s O n if b q a ) m.Xm , n
 .  .Remark. The estimate in ii is sharp at least for X s C O . One way
wto see this is to note that by the Poisson summation formula on K 10, p.
x  l lq1.92 , g q F n - q is essentially the restriction of the functionÄm, n
yl y1 a Æ 1< < .  . w < < . x  .  .h s b b x on O, where h x s 1 y ? F x g L K . Letl 0
< < a  . b  .f s x F g Lip a , C , i.e., D f g Lip a y b . It is not difficult to show0 C
that there exists a constant c ) 0 such that for large n,a
yah ) f 0 G c n log n . .  .l a
Ä ya5 5  .This will imply R f y f G c n log n as well.Ca , n a
We end this section with the definitions of Cesaro kernels andÂ
Abel]Poisson kernels of type I, corresponding to the trigonometric case.
DEFINITION 3. The Cesaro kernels of order l and of type I are theÂ
functions
ny1l lÄK x s A A x x , .  . . .  .l , n u n u nyk k
ks0
w xwhere the Cesaro numbers 14, p. 77Â
nl 1n q llA s s 1 q O .n  /  /n  /G l q 1 n .
The Abel]Poisson kernels of type I are the functions
`
 .u kÄP r , x s r x x , .  . k
ks0
Ä . w .where P r, x are defined on 0, 1 = O.
One reason why we define ``kernels of type I'' as above is that by our
approach these kernels are easier to estimate and their associated means
yield some satisfying approximation properties, namely, the rates of con-
w xvergence for Lipschitz functions are the same as in the classical case 14 .
The interested reader can deduce these properties without difficulty.
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4. PROOF OF LEMMA 5
In this section, in order to prove Lemma 5, we develop a unified
 . y1kapproach to inspect the behavior of D x on P _O for the p-seriesq
and p-adic cases, the latter being of more significance. Write K s K as inq
w x c  4 U12 , q s p . Recall that 1 s « , « , . . . , « ; O is chosen so that0 1 cy1
 c.  4cy1  .  c.  c.GF p ( span « over GF p . Since OrP ( GF p , GF p will bej js0
 .identified with a subset of O if Char K s p or a subset of O mod P ifq
Char K s 0.q
 .I. K is a finite algebraic extension of a p-series field Char K s p .q q
 . k y1kSince D x is constant on cosets of P in P , we letq
x g a by1 q a b 0 q ??? qa b ky1 q P k ,y1 0 ky1
 .where a s a « q a « q ??? qa « , a g GF p ( Z si i, 0 0 i, 1 1 i, cy1 cy1 i, l p
 4  .k0, 1, . . . , p y 1 . To estimate D x we shall computeq
ys .D( b x , s s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1.
 .In view of 5 ,
2p i
y1 y2 y1 y1 jx b x s x a b q a b s x a « b s exp g , .  .  .« « y1 0 0 j 0, 0j j p
where a « s g j « q g j « q ??? qg j « for some unique g j g0 j 0, 0 0 0, 1 1 0, cy1 cy1 0, l
 .  4GF p , j, l g 0, 1, . . . , c y 1 . We have by Lemma 3
cy1 cy1 p y11 y x b x .« jD x s D « x s .  . q p j y11 y x b x .js0 js0 « j
cy1 j1 y exp 2p ig0, 0s . j1 y exp 2p irp g .js0 0, 0
From this we see
D x / 0 m g j s 0 for all j m a s 0. 18 .  .q 0, 0 0
The last equivalence we prove as follows. Suppose g j s 0 for all j. Since0, 0
 4cy1  c.  .span « s GF p over GF p , if a / 0, then we would havej js0 0
 4cy1  c.  .span a « s GF p over GF p . But this leads to the contradiction0 j js0
 4cy1  j j 4cy1  4cy1that span a « s span g « q ??? qg « s span « n0 j js0 0, 1 1 0, cy1 cy1 js0 j js1
 c.  . GF p . So we must have a s 0 and 18 follows the other direction0
.being obvious .
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Hence
pc if x g a by1 q P , a g GF pc , .y1 y1D x s .q  y10 if otherwise in P .
 y1 .  .Next we compute D b x . From 5 we have for each j,q
x by2 x s x a by3 q a by2 q a by1 .  .« « y1 0 1j j
2p i
y1 js x a « b s exp g , .1 j 1, 0p
j j j  c.where a « s g « q g « q ??? qg « g GF p for some1 j 1, 0 0 1, 1 1 1, cy1 cy1
j  .unique g g GF p . Thus1, l
cy1 cy1 p y21 y x b x .e jy1 y1D b x s D « b x s .  . q p j y21 y x b x .js0 js0 « j
cy1 j1 y exp 2p ig1, 0s . j1 y exp 2p irp g .js0 1, 0
  ..It follows that similar to the argument below 18 ,
D by1 x / 0 m g j s 0 for all j m a s 0. .q 1, 0 1
By Lemma 3 we have
D 2 x s D x D by1 x / 0 m a s a s 0, .  .  .q q q 0 1
and so,
2c y1 2p if x g a b q P , . y1
2D x s .q  y10 if otherwise in P .
A consecutive process of the above argument yields
kky1 c y1 kp if x g a b q P , .ys y1
kD x s D b x s .  .q q  y1ss0 0 if otherwise in P ,
where we observe that
 .  . y1ka D x G 0 if x g P ,q
 .  c .  .b there are p y 1 tuples a , . . . , a such thaty1, 0 1, cy1
a s a « q ??? qa « / 0, a g GF p . .y1 y1, 0 0 y1, cy1 cy1 y1, j
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Thus
k kD x dx s D x dx .  .H Hq qy1 y1 k< <x sq a b q ??? qa b qPy1 ky1 .a , a , . . . , ay1 0 ky1
a /0y1
s q k dx s q k ? qyk pc y 1 s q y 1. . H
y1 ka b qPy1a /0y1
 .This proves Lemma 5 i .
 .II. K is a finite algebraic extension of a p-adic field Char K s 0 .q q
w xRecall that for x g K 12, 10 ,q
`
lx s x b , s g Z, l
lss
 .where x s x « q x « q ??? qx « , x g GF p . The additionl l, 0 0 l, 1 1 l, cy1 cy1 l, j
and multiplication on K are done formally, carrying from left to right.q
Similar to Case I, let x g a by1 q a b 0 q ??? qa b ky1 q P k,y1 0 ky1
 4where a s a « q a « q ??? qa « , i g y1, 0, . . . , k y 1 .i i, 0 0 i, 1 1 i, cy1 cy1
Simple induction shows that for each j, there exist unique g j , g j , . . . ,y1 0
j  c.g g GF p satisfying the following equations over K :ky1 q
¡ y2 y1 j y2 j y1a b q a b « s g b q g b mod O , . .y1 0 j y1 0
y3 y2 y1 j y3 j y2a b q a b q a b « s g b q g b .y1 0 1 j y1 0
. j y1~ . qg b mod O , .1.
yk y1 j yky1 j ykyky1a b q a b q ??? a b « s g b q g b .y1 0 ky1 j y1 0¢ j y1q ??? g b mod O , .ky1
19 .
j j j j  .where g s g « q ??? qg « , g g GF p .i i, 0 0 i, cy1 cy1 i, l
 ys .Now we compute D « b x , s s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1, j s 0, 1, . . . , c y 1.p j
 .  . y1 0From 6 and the equations 19 we see that if x s a b q a by1 0
ky1  k .q ??? qa b mod P , thenky1
x bysy1 x s x a bysy2 q a bysy1 q ??? qa by1 .  .« « y1 0 sj j
s x g j bysy2 q g j bysy1 q ??? qg j by1 .y1 , 0 0, 0 s , 0
2p i
j j sq1 js exp g q pg q ??? qp g ; .y1 , 0 0, 0 s , 0sq2p
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and so,
py1 p ysy11 y x b x .«k jys ys
y1D « b x s x « b x s .  . .p j b j ysy11 y x b x .«ks0 j
1 y exp 2p irpsq1 g j q pg j q ??? qpsg j .  .y1 , 0 0, 0 sy1, 0s .sq2 j j sq1 j1 y exp 2p irp g q pg q ??? qp g .  .y1 , 0 0, 0 s , 0
Observe that if g j / 0,y1, 0
ky1
ysD « b x . p j
ss0
j1 y exp 2p irp g . y1 , 0s
kq1 j j k j1 y exp 2p irp g q pg q ??? qp g .  .y1 , 0 0, 0 ky1, 0
sin prp g j . y1 , 0s kq1 j j k jsin prp g q pg q ??? qp g . .  .y1 , 0 0, 0 ky1, 0
Hence by Lemma 3,
ky1 cy1 cy1
ys
k jD x s D « b x s H , 20 .  . .  q p j G
ss0 js0 js0
j  j j j .where if G ' g , g , . . . , g ,y1, 0 0, 0 ky1, 0
ky1
ys
jH s D « b x .G p j
ss0
¡ jsin prp g . y1 , 0
kq1 j j k jsin prp g q pg q ??? qp g .  .y1 , 0 0, 0 ky1, 0
j~s if g / 0,y1 , 0
j j0 if g s 0 but g / 0 for some 0 F i F k y 1,y1 , 0 i , 0
k j j j¢p if g s g s ??? s g s 0.y1 , 0 0, 0 ky1, 0
 . jjTo estimate H , note that for each j the k q 1 -tuple G belongs toG
one of the following cases, where the next inequalities may be applied:
x p p
1 F F if x g 0,sin x 2 2
and
p p
 4sin F sin g if g g 1, . . . , p y 1 .
p p
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 . j j Case A . If g / 0 and 0 - g - p y 1 when p s 2, this casey1, 0 ky1, 0
.vanishes , there are
p y 1 p ??? p p y 2 tuples .  .^`_
k y 1 times
in G j such that
p
j j k j1 G sin g q pg q ??? qp g .y1 , 0 0, 0 ky1, 0kq1p
p y 1 g j pky1, 0G min sin p , sin p s sin ; /p p p
and so
2 p 1 p
jF sin F H F F .Gp p sin prp 2 .
 . j j jCase B . If g / 0, g s 0 but g / 0, there are1 y1, 0 ky1, 0 ky2, 0
p y 1 p ??? p p y 1 tuples .  .^`_
k y 2 times
in G j such that
p p p
j j ky1 jsin G sin g q pg q ??? qp g G sin ; .y1 , 0 0, 0 ky2, 0kq1 2p p p
and so
p2
j1 F H F .G 2
 . j j j jCase B . If g / 0, g s g s 0 but g / 0, there are2 y1, 0 ky1, 0 ky2, 0 ky3, 0
p y 1 p ??? p p y 1 tuples .  .^`_
k y 3 times
in G j such that
p p p
j j ky2 jsin G sin g q pg q ??? qp g G sin ; .y1 , 0 0, 0 ky3, 02 kq1 3p p p
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and
2 p3
jp F H F .Gp 2
 . j j j jCase B . If g / 0, g s g s ??? s g s 0, there arek y1, 0 ky1, 0 ky2, 0 0, 0
 . jp y 1 tuples in G such that
p p p




jp F H F .Gp 2
 . j j jCase C . If g / 0, g s p y 1 and g - p y 1, there are1 y1, 0 ky1, 0 ky2, 0
p y 1 p ??? p p y 1 tuples .  .^`_
k y 2 timesin G j such that
p p y 1 p
j ky1 j ksin s sin p G sin g q ??? qp g q p p y 1 . .y1 , 0 ky2, 0kq1p p p
p y 1 p y 1 p
G sin q p s sin ;2 2 /p p p
p2
j1 F H F .G 2
 . j j j jCase C . If g / 0, g s g s p y 1 and g - p y 1,2 y1, 0 ky1, 0 ky2, 0 ky3, 0
there are
p y 1 p ??? p p y 1 tuples .  .^`_
k y 3 timesin G j such that
p p y 1 p y 1
sin s sin q p2 2 /pp p
p
j j ky2 jG sin g q pg q ??? qp g y1 , 0 0, 0 ky3, 0kq1p
qpky1 p y 1 q pk p y 1 .  . .
p y 1 p y 1 p y 1 p
G sin q q p s sin ;2 3 3 /p p p p
and
2 p3
jp F H F .Gp 2
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 . j j j jCase C . If g / 0 and g s g s ??? s g s p y 1,k y1, 0 ky1, 0 ky2, 0 0, 0
 . jthere are p y 1 tuples in G such that
p p y 1 p y 1 p y 1
sin s sin q q ??? q pk 2 k /pp p p
p
j kG sin g q p p y 1 ??? qp p y 1 .  . .y1 , 0kq1p
p p




jp F H F .Gp 2
 . j j jCase D . If g s g s ??? s g s 0, there is only one tupley1, 0 0, 0 ky1, 0
in G j such that
H j s pk .G
 . j j  4Case E . If g s 0 but g / 0 for some i g 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 , theny1, 0 i, 0
H j s 0.G
We have
kD x dx .H q
< <x Fq
ks D x dx . H qy1 0 ky1 ka b qa b q ??? qa b qPy1 0 ky1 .a , a , . . . , ay1 0 ky1
yk y1 0 ky1
ks q D a b q a b q ??? qa b . q y1 0 ky1
 .a , a , . . . , ay1 0 ky1
' qyk I . 21 .k
 .  0 1 cy1.Consider the mapping Q : a , a , . . . , a ¬ G , G , . . . , G be-y1 0 ky1
 .tween c k q 1 -tuples, where
a ' a , a , . . . , a .y1 0 ky1
s a , a , . . . , a ; a , a , . . . , a ; . . . ; y1 , 0 y1, 1 y1, cy1 0, 0 0, 1 0, cy1
a , a , . . . , a ,.ky1, 0 ky1, 1 ky1, cy1 22 .
g ' g 0 , g 0 , . . . , g 0 ; g 1 , g 1 , . . . , g 1 ; . . . ; y1 , 0 0, 0 ky1, 0 y1, 0 0, 0 ky1, 0
g cy1 , g cy1 , . . . , g cy1 .y1 , 0 0, 0 ky1, 0
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j  .for a , g g GF p . The mapping Q is defined precisely: ifi, j i, 0
x s a by1 q a b 0 q ??? qa b ky1y1 0 ky1
and
« x s g j by1 q g j b 0 q ??? qg j b ky1 mod P k , .j y1 0 ky1
 . jthen we identify the image g s Q a as the unique g ordered as thei, 0
 .  .c k q 1 -tuples in 22 .
 .  .If we can show that Q is a 1-1 correspondence, we have by 21 , 20
y1 0 ky1
kI s D a b q a b q ??? qa b .k q y1 0 ky1
 .a , a , . . . , ay1 0 ky1
cy1
js H .  G
js00 1 cy1 .G , G , . . . , G
 .  .From the above discussion on Cases A ] E , we see for each j there are
 .   ..cj2 k q 1 cases such that H / 0, hence 2 k q 1 cases for g sG
 0 1 cy1. cy1 jG , G , . . . , G such that P H / 0.js0 G
 .To compute the sum I we impose an arbitrary order for Case A ,k
 .  .  . 1 2 2kq1.  l  ..B , C , D ; namely, s , s , . . . , s s s Case l . If i 'l l
  .  .  ..  .  . cy1 i j.i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i c y 1 , 1 F i j F 2 k q 1 , let s s  s mean casei js0
i j. j  j i j..s occurs for G , respectively in which case write G g s . Then
 4 c .c cy1 j i j.s are exactly the 2 k q 1 cases where P Hi is i0., i1., . . . , icy1.. js0 G g s
i j. j i j. / 0. Denote by T the number of tuples in G g s e.g., the number
j  .  .2 ky2 .of tuples in G g Case B is p y 1 p , then we observe from the1
 .  .inequalities in Cases A ] D that
22 p y 1 p p y 1 .
k i j. k
j i j.p F T H F p .G g s /p p 2
As a result we have
cy1 cy1 cy1
i j.
j j i j.I s H s T H    k G G g s /  /js0 js0 js00 1 cy1 cy1 i j. .G , G , . . . , G s sP si js0
cy1
i j.
j i j.s T H .  G g s
js0  .  .  ..is i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i cy1
cy1
cck c c ks A p s 2 A k q 1 p , .  . .  j
js0i
 . . .2for some A , A possibly depending on k, j with 2rp p y 1 rp Fj
 .A , A F p p y 1 r2.j
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 .Finally we conclude that if Char K s 0, then, noting 7 ,q
kD x dx s y .H H Hq
< < < < < <x sq x Fq x F1
c X cyk yk c c cs q I y q dx s 2 A k q 1 y 1 s A k , .Hk
kP
X 2 X  .2 y2  .where A F 2 p for k G 1 and A G p y 1 p for k s k p large
enough.
To complete our proof, we need the following fact used in the above
process for the p-adic case.
 .LEMMA 8. The mapping Q defined in 22 ,
a , a , . . . , a ¬ G0 , G1 , . . . , G cy1 .  .y1 0 ky1
 .between c k q 1 -tuples is a one-to-one correspondence, where a si
 . j  j j j . ja , a , . . . , a and G s g , g , . . . , g , a , g gi, 0 i, 1 i, cy1 y1, 0 0, 0 ky1, 0 i, j i, 0
 .GF p .
 .  X.Proof. It suffices to show that Q is injective. Suppose Q x s Q x ,
i.e., G j s GX j for all j. We will prove x s xX. By the definition of Q we
  k . .have for brevity we omit mod P in the following equalities if x s
ky1 i  . a b , from the last equation in 19 ,isy1 i
« x s g j by1 q g j b 0 q ??? qg j b ky1 .j y1 0 ky1
s g j by1 q g j b 0 q ??? qg j b ky1 « .y1 , 0 0, 0 ky1, 0 0
q g j by1 q g j b 0 q ??? qg j b ky1 « q ??? .y1 , 1 0, 1 ky1, 1 1
q g j by1 q g j b 0 q ??? qg j b ky1 « ; .y1 , cy1 0, cy1 ky1, cy1 cy1
similarly, if xX s ky1 a X b i,isy1 i
« xX s g X j by1 q g X j b 0 q ??? qg X j b ky1 « .j y1, 0 0, 0 ky1, 0 0
q g X j by1 q g X j b 0 q ??? qg X j b ky1 « q ??? .y1 , 1 0, 1 ky1, 1 1
q g X j by1 q g X ·b 0 q ??? qg X j b ky1 « , .y1 , cy1 0, cy1 ky1, cy1 cy1
X j  .where g g GF p are self-evident.i, l
Since G j s GX j for all j, we see
« x y xX s b j b « q ??? qb j b « .  .  .j 1 1 cy1 cy1
j  .for some Laurent polynomials b b over the p-adic field K withm p
indeterminate b , i.e., b j g K , m s 1, 2, . . . , c y 1.m p
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X   X.4cy1 cSuppose x y x / 0, then « x y x is linear independent in Kj js0 p
over K . We would havep
cy1X  4span « x y x s span « , « , . . . , « o¨er K . 23 .  . 4  .j 0 1 cy1 pjs0
On the other hand
cy1j jspan b b « q ??? qb b « .  . 4 js01 1 cy1 cy1
 4; span « , . . . , « o¨er K , .1 cy1 p
 . Xwhich contradicts 23 . So we must have x s x . This completes the proof.
 .Remark. For K s K c s 1 the p-adic field, we do not need thisq p
lemma, in which case, the mapping Q reduces to an identity mapping and
our estimate for the sum I becomes more straightforward.k
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